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Printed photos

Time
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5 Location

Make sure your photo booth fulfills that basic requirement of
really being a booth. Your more shy guests will appreciate it, and
everyone gets a giggle getting into that intimate little space.

Consider your operating time carefully.  A booth can work pretty well
between a ceremony and a reception, and really well, after dinner.

Not so much during dinner.

People expect a photo booth to print real photos.

Speaking of time, you may be thinking of a photobooth as a form of
photography, which it is.  Your guests though, will see it as a form of
entertainment. So however long you book one for, consider the
entertainment value as well, and when in your plan you want that
entertainment happening, and for how long.

Consider location. Keep it safe, such as away from stairs, out of the
caterers way, and not right next to the PA. It is also very important to
keep it visible. If people can’t see it then they can’t see people having
fun in it. So why would they get in it? Give your MC a nudge to mention
it too.  Make it as close to compulsory as possible, and people will have
a guaranteed good time.

Timing
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What's a photo booth



Guest Book

No Skype sessions please
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10 Be creative 

Just like your guests, you hope that they will arrive looking their best for
the occasion. There are some great looking booths out there, and some
seem to turn up as if they dressed in trackies. Go for the good looks, it’s
your wedding day.

 Have a look at the photos produced. Are people looking at the
camera, or below the camera? Some booths are set up with digital
displays inside. We have avoided this, as we get a greater rate of
people making eye contact with the camera.  People look better

when they are happily looking into the camera. Otherwise they look
like they are Skyping someone.

Consider an album.  Leaving a message in a guest book actually feels a bit
like administration.  When they have an extra photo strip though, as almost
all booths offer, they can’t wait to.

Hiring a photo booth thing is not the same as hiring equipment. Most
come with a host. Ask around about the service they provide.  If you have a
stranger at your wedding, you want them to be warm, charming and fun,

not just able to plug in a box, set up a camera and wait for the
groomsmen to try and break it.

Consider your own creativity.  We offer props, but we consistently see that
people who put just a little effort in to this department, produce
awesome results that are a great reflection of them and their own
humour. Sometimes, getting people to make fun with their own faces,
has an enduring quality that a face full of feathers and crazy glasses can
never fulfill."

Timing
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Good Looks

Big Thanks to the Amazing Travelling Photo Booth
for sharing their expertise! 

http://weddingswairarapa.co.nz/listings/amazing-travelling-photobooth/

